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SPECIAL FEATURE

By Shella Grover
If toothsome mezze’s, kebabs and saccharine
baklavas are your dreams then the perfect
place to head to every Tuesday, and all days
during Ramadan is The Palm Restaurant at
Hyatt Regency Dar es Salaam, The Kilimanjaro.
The taste and quality of the Arabic fare served here
has reached its apogee with the recent joining
of Chef Hani Karabet Elias, bringing more than 25
years of mastering the cuisine. His aim is to put
up the best dishes in his repertoire to entice the
taste buds of guests. The gentle and softly spoken
Chef Hani, in all humility confesses that there is
no one particular dish that is his favourite, since
everything he makes is delicious!! Hailing from
Syria and working for some of the best restaurants
across the Gulf, he now looks forward to his African
adventure and is equally enjoying Swahili cuisine.
The Hotel spares no efforts to source the ﬁnest
ingredients for its kitchens, mostly from authentic
destinations all over the Gulf. Spice mixes, pickles,
pastes and preserves are precisely prepared to
ensure that every dish achieves faultless ﬂavour.
Recently I had the privilege to join two very
personable gentlemen, GM, Karl Marshall and
Executive Chef Siddhartha Chowdhry of the Hyatt
Regency Dar es Salaam, The Kilimanjaro on an
scrumptious journey of enticing and earthy, really
authentic ﬂavours of an Arabic culinary fanfare.
A traditional Iftar starts with Dates, which at Hyatt
are sourced from Gulf and are premier quality. Tamar
hindi (the Arabic word for Tamarind which literally is
translated to mean Indian dates!!) is a pertinent part
of the Iftar feast simply because of the cooling effect
it has during the hot Ramadan months. This tangy
drink with just a hint of sweetness was a perfect
accompaniment. Apart from this there are an array of
drinks to choose from including Koumer al din which
is an apricot drink and the Karkadeh a hibiscus drink.
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The next delightful course was a warm lentil
soup with just a touch of cumin and turmeric
to give it a golden hue. This is perfect to give
your body a boost of instant energy when you
are breaking the fast. Giving company was a
wholesome yet tenderly ﬂavoured chicken soup
served alongside a variety of breads to dip in.
Your eyes are going to be mesmerized by the
mezze’s on display! This will present a dilemma,
all that choice, but there’s is no hurry. Take your
time. The mezze include hummus, moutabel, foul
madame salad, fattoush, muhammara and an endless
list. While muhammara was my personal favourite
-I went back for seconds - the moutabel and the
broccoli salad with tahina were equally as good.
The live shawarma counter is bound to have you
gravitating towards the blissful aroma of chicken
getting prepped to go onto your plates. So just go
with the ﬂow and don’t even think of missing to
sink your teeth into the lip-smacking shawarma roll.
The spicy aromas and tongue tickling ﬂavors at the
Kivuoni Front where falafels are scooped and fried
right in front of you to crispy perfection on the outside
whilst remaining amazingly tender on the inside.

The live grill emanates smoke and dishes up meaty
sheesh tawouk, beef and lamb koftas. The Moroccan
Chicken Tagine, Seafood Capsa, Tinisian couscous
and vermicelli rice completed the main-course as
staples to the meal. Sweet potato in coconut milk,
and Swahili Porridge added a Swahili ﬂair, A sweet
spread of baklava, Istah with honey, om ali and
much more whispered sweet nothings in the ear.
It will be very unforgiving if in all this food talk
I forget to make mention of how emphatic Mr.
Karl Marshall was on having an authentic Chef
to create an authentic Cuisine. In his words

“You can learn all the cooking you wish to,
but you will never be able to create the
same taste coming from the hands of a
Chef native to the cuisine, so we at Hyatt go
that extra mile to ensure the authenticity of
the cuisine served in all of our Restaurants”
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